We report on the chemical adsorption mechanism of atomic oxygen on the Pt(111) surface using angleresolved-photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and density functional calculations. The detailed band structure of Pt (111) 
Introduction
Surface oxidation, i.e. the chemical adsorption (chemisorption) of oxygen (O), on a Pt-based catalyst is a key process for industrial catalytic processes, such as CO and NO x oxidation and O-reduction reactions. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Over the years, the nature of the adsorbed O on the [11] [12] [13] [14] In recent years, the intermediate states or precursor states, which are initially formed in the chemisorption processes of oxygen on the Pt surface, have received much attention due to their critical role in determining the kinetics of dissociative chemisorption. 13, 15 Consequently, for the past decades, various physical-chemical properties of the intermediate states such as the geometrical configuration, [16] [17] [18] charge assignment, 8 and the electronic properties 14 have been intensively studied.
On the other hand, the formation of the chemisorbed state of atomic oxygen, i.e., the final step in the chemisorption of O on the Pt surface, plays an important role in the catalytic activity of Pt-based catalysts. The chemical bonding interaction between atomic oxygen and the Pt surface is a determining factor for catalytic activity. Up to now, countless theoretical and experimental studies have been devoted to identifying the electronic origin of the surface reactivity. Notably, with the distribution properties of d-electrons near the Fermi level, the correlations between the surface reactions and electronic structures are estimated, i.e., the d-band model. 19 According to the d-band model the precise bonding mechanism and critical physical parameters for surface reactions can be retrieved from the analysis of surface electronic structure. In the study of chemisorbed atomic oxygen on the Pt surface, major focus, to date, has been on the adsorption properties of atomic O on the Pt surface, such as the adsorption site, 20 adsorbate growth, 21 and adsorption energy. 22 Nevertheless, there have been few experimental investigations on the surface electronic structure of Pt on which the chemisorbed O resides. In fact, even for pure Pt, there is a lack of knowledge about the detailed surface electronic structure.
Here, with high performance angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), we report the direct visualization of the detailed surface electronic band structure of Pt(111) and O/Pt(111), which leads to the understanding of the fundamental bonding mechanism between chemically-adsorbed atomic O and the Pt surface. ARPES is a surface-sensitive probe that can resolve both energy and momentum space. Therefore, this technique provides unique access to the valence band structure and surface electronic structure of materials. Supported by density functional theory (DFT) calculations, the band structures measured by ARPES can disclose the details of orbital structures and the degree of hybridization (and charge transfer) in surface electronic structures. According to our experimental results, we found that only one type of surface-state in the valence band substantially participates in the preferential weakhybridization during the chemical adsorption process. Specifically, a surface state near the M symmetry point with the d xz (d yz ) orbital initiates weak hybridization with the s-or p-orbital of the chemisorbed atomic O, and shows minimal charge transfer between the Pt surface and O. This detailed knowledge of the surface electronic structure of Pt-O bonding, which to our knowledge has not been clearly identified previously, provides a fundamental basis for resolving the chemical adsorption mechanism of O atoms on all Pt-based catalytic surfaces.
Results and discussion

Preparation of chemisorbed atomic oxygen on a clean Pt(111) surface
A clean Pt(111) surface, showing a well-ordered (1 Â 1) structure, was prepared by cycles of sputtering and annealing. No carbon or O contamination was detected on the prepared surface by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy. On the clean surface, O was dosed at 1 Â 10 À7 Torr for 5 min at 30 K. 23 After dosing with O, the Pt surface was gradually heated to T > 150 K so as to ensure that chemisorbed O is mainly composed of atomic oxygen. The (2 Â 1) structure was confirmed by LEED experiments. 23 The band structures were measured at B40 K. High-resolution ARPES was conducted at beamline 7.0.1 of the Advanced Light Source.
High-resolution angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy
At first, in order to find the symmetry point where the bonding between O and the Pt surface occurred, the Fermi surfaces, E F , of clean Pt(111) and O/Pt(111) were mapped as shown in Fig. 1a , onto chemisorbed atomic O is followed by hybridization between the surface Pt atom and O adsorbate; this process is accompanied by charge transfer from the Pt atom to atomic O, 14, 24 In the case of strong hybridization between a metal surface and an adsorbate, such as graphene 25 and O, 26 observable features in the band structure can be monitored by observing the charge transfer process. However, in Fig. 1b , the Fermi surface of Pt with chemisorbed atomic O does not show any indication of strong hybridization. The Fermi surface change associated with charge transfer will be further discussed below. Details of the band structure changes due to hybridization can be found in the band cut along the GKM direction of the Brillouin zone for clean Pt and O/Pt surfaces ( Fig. 1c and d,  respectively) . The dotted lines are guides for the observed band dispersion. For a better comparison, the band structures of clean Pt and O/Pt are plotted together in Fig. 1e .
To analyze the bonding interaction between the Pt surface and chemisorbed atomic O, we first need to refer to the electronic band structure of clean Pt(111). Interestingly, most of the bands near the Fermi level are surface states and resonances (hereafter, referred to as surface-states) associated with clean Pt (Fig. 1c) . To distinguish the bulk band and surface-states in the band structure shown in Fig. 1c , we utilized two experimental methods. First, to identify the surface state, we performed band mapping for a clean Pt(111) and one dosed with hydrogen, H/Pt(111), and observed a change in the band structure, due to chemical bonding between the hydrogen atoms and the surface (not shown here). Then, as a more convincing way of identifying the surface-states, we probed the band structure along the k > (surface normal) direction. Surface-states are strongly localized in the topmost surface layer. Therefore, they are sensitive to chemical bonding between the adsorbate and the surface atom and, more critically, they show little dispersion along the surface normal direction in momentum space. Fig. 2 shows the energy-momentum dispersion relationship along the perpendicular momentum direction, k > , to the Pt(111) surface. We chose the same ARPES map as in Fig. 1c . Then, as shown in Fig. 2a , we collected the ARPES map along k > (surface normal) by scanning the photon energy from 100 to 160 eV. Fig. 2b-d show the constant-energy cuts of the spectral function at different binding energies, i.e., E 0 , E 1 , and E 2 . The blue dashed lines indicate the photon energy of 120 eV, which corresponds to the energy-momentum dispersion cut shown in Fig. 2a . The straight dispersions in the constant-energy cuts of the spectral function (Fig. 2b-d) correspond to surface-states. From this result, many bands near the Fermi level of clean Pt are localized along the k > direction, an identifying feature of surface-states.
Another important feature in the ARPES band maps in Fig. 1c  and d is that only two surface-states, S M and S K , distinguished by filled-orange (empty-red) and filled-black (empty-black) circles, show remarkable changes of band dispersion before and after O dosing. Considering hybridization accompanied by charge-transfer from Pt to O atom, we determined that only the surface state S M preferentially contributed to charge transfer from Pt to the O atoms during hybridization, because S M was the only d band that shifted closer to the Fermi level. The change in the Fermi surface near the M point, caused by the up-shifting of S M , was not significant enough to estimate the single negative state of the adsorbed atomic O induced by charge transfer. This result indicates that the charge transfer from Pt to the O atom is very small and the O atom undergoes preferential weak-hybridization on the Pt(111) surface. On the other hand, surface-state S K around the K point shifts down after O dosing. However, in contrast to S M , the S K state does not participate in the chemical bonding interaction with the chemisorbed atomic O. This point will be discussed further in detail.
Density functional theory calculations
We performed first-principles calculations based on DFT on the Pt(111) and O/Pt(111) surfaces to better understand the detailed characteristics and roles of the surface states, S M and S K , in O chemical bonding. The projector augmented-wave potentials 27 and generalized gradient approximation, 28 as implemented in the VASP code, 29 were adopted. The cut-off energy for the planewave basis is set to 400 eV. The Pt(111) surface is modeled by a slab consisting of 15 layers; the 7 layers in the middle were assigned to the bulk lattice parameter of 3.86 Å, while the other layers were fully relaxed until the atomic forces were reduced to within 0.03 eV Å À1 . The energy and band-structure calculations were carried out for the Pt(111) and O(fcc-hollow site)/Pt(111) geometries. The oxygen atom in O/Pt(111) covers the fcc hollow site, the most stable site on the Pt(111) surface. To clearly illustrate the characteristics of d-orbitals in preferential hybridization, we calculated the partial density of states (PDOS) of the present system. Fig. 4 
Conclusion
In conclusions, we revealed the fundamental bonding interaction of chemisorbed atomic O on the Pt(111) surface using ARPES measurements and DFT calculations. The electronic band structure of the Pt(111) surface showed a multitude of surface-states near the Fermi level. Among these surface-states, the one that has d xz (d yz ) character around the M symmetry point participates in the bonding interaction with the s or p orbital of the O atom. Weak hybridization resulted from the chemical adsorption process and was attributed to minimal charge transfer between the Pt surface atoms and the O adsorbate atoms.
It might be worth mentioning about the relationship between our finding and the d-band model in which adsorbate-TM surface interactions are largely dependent on the center of d-bands. Since we focused only on the Pt surface, we could not draw the relationship between the present study and d-band center model. Instead, we believe that this work contributes to understanding the details of the d-band model as we verified which component in the surface DOS is related to the bonding with oxygen.
It is widely accepted that high efficiency in the catalytic reaction is achieved when the binding between the adsorbate and the surface is neither too strong nor too weak. The present work supports this picture by showing that the weak hybridization between O and the surface state of Pt leads to smaller adsorption energy of atomic oxygen. 31 A better understanding of the microscopic picture of surface oxidation of Pt will provide significant groundwork for Pt-based catalyst systems. Notes and references
